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Whether this definition is accurate or not, this is what the terms “ race” and 

“ ethnicity” mean to me: Race is a term that describes a group of people 

with similar descent. I believe race is determined physical specifications such

as color, language, eye shape, or even things such as blood types. Human 

beings as a whole are described as the “ human race;” I believe this to be an

accurate definition as human beings (despite color, language, or any other 

physical characteristics) are all the same. Genetically speaking, we are all 

made up of the same “ parts. The term “ race” is an all-encompassing 

statement used to define a large group, overall. Ethnicity defines the 

background of a particular person or thing. This term encompasses many 

backgrounds and associations. Foods can be “ ethnic” if they originate or are

commonly consumed in a specific country or region. The same applies to 

human beings. One’s ethnicity may be determined by his or her birthplace, 

religion, of beliefs. Ethnicity does not define physical characteristics, but 

rather backgrounds and traits. The United States is a melting pot. 

This country is made up of thousands and thousands of different people from

different places. The USA is home to many ethnic backgrounds; however, the

population (in my opinion) is a single “ race. ” We are all humans, as I have 

previously stated. Although our ethnic backgrounds may differ in many 

different ways, all in all, we are one race. This is important to bear in mind. 

Heritage should always be recognized, as it typically is in the United States. 

But acknowledging the vast backgrounds that exist in this country is the 

most important concept of all. 
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